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Investing in archery

Mechanical,
physical,
mental
Life is about individual
voyages of discovery.
John Dudley looks
back on his…

O

ne thing I’m sure about is that
I’ve invested my time and money
wisely, when it comes to getting the most out of my archery
skill. I personally believe there are three
things it’s important to invest in to maximize your potential, and they’re the mechanical, physical and mental aspects of
the game. I always drive this point home
during my seminars, and every now and
then someone gets it! But it’ll be that person who ends up taking their game to a
new level, exceeding the expectations of
not only themselves, but also the others
around them.

The mechanical
In this special article, I want to give you
Bow International readers several things
to consider when evaluating your personal
archery portfolio. Let’s look at that portfolio now, shall we? Consider your ﬁnances
and the time you devote to archery. How
much of that is given over to mechanical
concerns: a new bow, new arrows, the
release that will cure all your problems?
Now let’s look at the physical. Do you del-

Schwarzenegger’s an
archer but has
never, to Bow
International’s
knowledge,
demonstrated
this skill in any
of his films.
Likewise one of
the actors who
played Godzilla
was a talented
horseback rider,
but his role
never allowed
him to show
it off

egate as high a percentage of time and
resources to practice, form and execution?
And what about the mental? How much
in terms of manhours and funds do you
devote to training your mind’s ability to
deal with what’s at hand, and developing the assuredness that what you’re doing is right? Seriously, take an evaluation
right now of the way you prioritize these
things.
If you’re anything like the vast majority of people I’ve worked with or spoken to
over the years, you’ve probably just found
the results are fairly uneven. Tell me if I’m
right or wrong here. 75% of what you put
into this picture goes into in the mechanical, because you’ve got the new Hoyt
bow, the Easton arrows and the Carter
release. Believe me, you’re not alone. It’s
human nature to want new things, and
up-to-date equipment can certainly improve your accuracy. The only problem
is, all that’s left after that is about a
quarter of your investment in archery
to trickle down into those physical and
mental sides of the game. What I’m here
to tell you is that about 11 years ago, I

made the choice to invest in balancing
my portfolio. That is what has led me to
where I am now.

The physical
When I was in my mid-twenties I got to
a point where I was unhappy with the
shape I was in. I had let myself slip and
my scores had done the same, especially
those I shot on challenging terrain. It was
then I invested in a physical coach to help
me to learn more about training my body,
practicing for tournaments, and how to eat
more healthily both on and off the ﬁeld. I
was lucky to come across him. At an event
I was doing for Arnold Schwarzenegger I
met Frank Zane, a three-time Mr. Olympia
and Arnie’s training partner in the 1970s.
The big man and Frank used to shoot archery as their hobby after workouts, and
they were having a friendly competition at
this event I was attending. After the show
Frank and I started talking, and it became
apparent to me that he was the perfect
guy to invest in and expand my knowledge of the physical aspect of archery.
Since Frank had shot archery, I knew he
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John’s physical coach Frank Zane and Arnold practicing archery in the
1970’s. Now a State Governor, Arnold doesn’t have as much time for
archery as he used to. Nobody panic though, he’ll be back

“Although I have done well in
my shooting at times, I want
to continue my quest to learn
the best methods out there.”

A good physical
condition
and the right
mental outlook
are just as
important as
the proper
equipment

could understand what I needed to accomplish.
He’s now a very good friend, and constantly challenges me to get better. I am
about 25 pounds lighter than when I was
shooting in 2002, and I think my improved
physical ﬁtness has been responsible for
several of the tournaments I’ve won. My
scores on ﬁeld rounds continue to climb
each year and I credit Frank with that, for
helping me change my body and showing
me how important it was to stay in peak
physical condition.
However, even after I’d reached the
point where I was conﬁdent again I was
a good archer, I could still see that what I
needed to be a great archer wasn’t there.
I believed I had much more potential, and
couldn’t see what was keeping me from
becoming as good as or better than the
competition. It was then I made the decision to invest in a coach. It wasn’t cheap,
but I dug into my pockets and found the
money I needed to get some advice.
I’d encourage you to do the same as
I did, and look for someone who can help
you advance your scores and your archery

ability. If you’re willing, you
can be better – I promise you.
Two students I’ve had lately
are perfect examples of what
I’m talking about. The ﬁrst is
a man from the States named
Rich Wynn. He’s a businessman
who loves archery and is in no
way serious about competitive
shooting. Rich was at a point
where he wanted peace of mind
that his equipment was set up
correctly and was performing as
well as it could. He also wanted
to be given some direction in his
shooting form, and to be shown
the areas he could work on to
become more efﬁcient as a hunter. I was
fascinated by Rich because he wasn’t in a
position to afford professional schooling,
but he just wanted to be better. He said it
was something he’d wanted to try since
he was young. He scheduled four days
of my time, and when he left I was certain he could apply at nearly any archery
shop and start as a bow-tech behind the
counter. Rich was 48 years old, and told
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me he wished he’d done this years ago.
I could tell he was well pleased at all the
different things he’d learned and was able
to go home with. Rich is an example of
someone who was not willing to accept
mediocrity.
My next example is a lady from right
here in the UK, named Wendy Rowell.
Wendy is a mother of three, and archery
was something she picked up about a year
ago after being encouraged by family and
club members. She made the decision to
seek professional coaching straight away,
which was very wise in my opinion! I saw
her for the ﬁrst time about six months
ago, when I was doing a series of instructions here in Britain. Like most archers
just starting out, there was a great deal
that needed to be adjusted. However, fortunately for Wendy, she came to a coach
long before she had developed any bad
habits that could potentially develop.
I took her through a pretty brief program, focusing only on what I felt would
best help her initially. When she
left me the ﬁrst time, I knew that
if she stuck to the basic foundation I’d shown her it was sure to
lead to good things. Within weeks
she had already set some records,
and was shooting very well at local competitions. Several months
later Wendy took up with me
again, and this time we worked
on her outdoor shooting. Her
form was untouched, and all
she needed was assurance and
some help tuning her new Ultra
Elite with some outdoor arrows.
Just weeks after she left, Wendy
sent news that she’d set several
county records again, won a variety
of outdoor tournaments, and also taken
home multiple numbers of six gold end
badges. Wendy has set a new standard,
not just in her area but also within her
family.
I work with people of all ages, but
I like these two examples best because
they’re proof that with archery it’s never
too late. It’s like anything else in life. You’ll
only get out what you put in!
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“With archery it’s never
too late. It’s like anything
else in life. You’ll only get
out what you put in!”
Charles Atlas in
the 1950s was
one of the first
to realise that
young men
would gladly
fork out their
pocket money
if it meant they
could possess
the body
beautiful and
get the girls.
For archery,
you too don’t
need a body
like Charles
had, but it’s
sensible to
make sure
you’re in
good physical
condition. And
it’ll stop the
bullies kicking
sand in your
face!

Our very own Wendy
Rowell invested in the
proper training…
…And before she knew it she was
pulling off outdoor groups like this!

The mental
To get the entire equation balanced, this
year I have furthered my growth as an
archer by investing in the mental side of
coaching. With this in mind I have chosen to invest in Lanny and Troy Basham,
who have a series of books, tapes and
seminars designed to help the shooter
reach a new awareness of his mental
ability. I made this choice because, although I have done well in my shooting
at times, I want to continue my quest to
learn the best methods out there. That is
why I made this decision. If I hadn’t, then
would I honestly be able to say I have
capitalized on myself? If I don’t take the
risk of learning new methods that have
worked for others, then I’m not doing
everything possible to become more than
I am.
I had briefly invested in this mental
aspect about eight years ago, but not
with Lanny. I had a bad problem when
I was shooting professional 3D, and it
would appear directly after I had made
a bad shot. At such times it was not un-

common for me to break something or
get really mad. In short, it was hard for
me to get over doing something stupid,
and what made it worse was that usually one stupid thing led to another, and
possibly another. But then the coach I’ve
mentioned taught me he knew of no way
to change a score that was already written on a scorecard, and for me to get
upset about something I’d already done
was not going to help anything. It was
brought to my attention that after I’d
taken a shot, the only arrows I could still
have an effect on were the ones left in
my quiver. And whether I affected them
positively or negatively was up to me
alone.
When I was made to see this it was
a big revelation for me, and from a mental perspective it’s saved me more points
over my career than anything else. I am
looking forward to continuing my education here and getting this third part of
the equation totally balanced with my
knowledge of the other two. I made the
decision to invest in the mental side of

the game last. That may or may not have
been the best decision. Some people find
they prefer to do things a different way
round, and just as long as you’re investing, I’m not bothered about the order you
do it in.

The balance
I feel privileged to sit here and write stories for all you readers. I consider myself
blessed to be in the position I am in in
archery. I get plenty of feedback from
people who read my articles, and these
correspondents often tell me I’m lucky to
have such a life. While I won’t argue it’s
the perfect life for me, I would contest
the view that it’s down to luck.
Because in the end, everything
comes down to the sacrifices you make.
I’ve invested nearly 20 years of my life in
archery, at present about 40% of it in the
mechanical, 40% again in the physical
and only about 20% in the mental. That
has been my life’s investment. Like I said
before, you get out only what you put in.
I’m looking to get it totally balanced,
because I feel it’s only then I’ll be at my
best. If you’re looking to get to that next
level or seeking the assurance that what
you’re doing is right, I would urge you
again to look at your portfolio. In what
areas have you invested? How do your
percentages compare to mine? There is
always someone willing to teach, if you
are only willing to learn. I wish you all
the best and look forward to seeing you
out there!
John Dudley: a life in
archery, and he owes it all to
not just participating in the
sport, but investing in it
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